The aim of this paper is to show the usefulness of the Jackson's pseudo-preemptive schedule (JPPS) for solving cumulative scheduling problems. JPPS was introduced for the m-processor scheduling problem Pm=ri; qi=Cmax. In the latter problem, a set I of n operations has to be scheduled without preemption on m identical processors in order to minimize the makespan. Each operation i has a release date (or head) ri, a processing time pi , and a tail qi. In the cumulative scheduling problem (CuSP), an operation i requires a constant amount ei of processors throughout its processing. A CuSP is obtained, for instance, from the resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) by choosing a resource and relaxing the constraints induced by the other resources. We state new properties on JPPS and we show that it can be used for studying the CuSP and for performing adjustments of heads and tails using a strategy very close to the one designed by Carlier and Pinson for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax sequencing problem. It conÿrms the interest of JPPS for solving RCPSP.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that the Jackson's pseudo-preemptive schedule (JPPS) introduced in [12] could become a very powerful tool for solving cumulative scheduling problems. JPPS is a generalization of Jackson's preemptive schedule (JPS) to the case where more than one unit of resource is available. Our results conÿrm the robustness of Jackson's rule [18] which has been deÿned 50 years ago for the one machine sequencing problem. Jackson's rule consists in sequencing the operations in an ascending order of their due dates. It minimizes maximal lateness when all operations are available at the same time. In the sequel, due dates are replaced by tails. So, instead of minimizing maximum lateness, we focus on the makespan minimization. We will also introduce release dates. For instance, in the one processor sequencing problem 1=ri, qi=Cmax, a set I of n operations has to be scheduled without preemption on a single processor in order to minimize the makespan. Each operation i ∈ I has a release date or head ri , a processing time pi, and a latency duration or tail qi. 1=ri, qi=Cmax is NP-hard in the strong sense, but it is at the borderline of easy and hard problems. Indeed, it is not so di cult to solve in practice [5, 20] . This can be explained by studying its preemptive version 1=ri; qi, pmtn=Cmax. The latter is solved by computing the list schedule associated with Jackson's rule, so called JPS. JPS makespan is a very tight lower bound for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax problem. Indeed, the di erence between the makespans of Jackson's schedules in the preemptive and non-preeemptive cases is smaller than pmax (maximal processing time over the set of tasks) [5] . Moreover, JPS can be computed in O(n log n) time, and has a very nice structure which can be intensively exploited for solving NP-hard disjunctive scheduling problems. For instance, it permits e cient adjustments of heads and tails and thus becomes an essential tool for solving the job shop problem [1, 3, 4, [9] [10] [11] 24] .
The m parallel and identical processor scheduling problem Pm=ri; qi=Cmax is a generalization of 1=ri; qi=Cmax where m identical processors are available for processing the operations. Pm=ri; qi=Cmax is also NP-hard in the strong sense, but it seems harder to solve in practice than 1=ri; qi=Cmax [7, 16] . Its preemptive version can be solved with an O(n 3 (log n + log pmax))-time complexity algorithm, where pmax =maxi∈I pi [17, 19] . But such a complexity forbids its intensive use in an enumerative process. Recently, we have introduced the JPPS for the m parallel and identical processor scheduling problem [12] . JPPS generalizes the JPS deÿned for the one processor sequencing problem. In a JPPS, we allow an operation to be processed on more than one processor at a time. For building it, we use a list algorithm whose priority dispatching rule is the complete tail, i.e. priority is given to the operations with maximal qi + ai(t), where ai(t) is the remaining processing time of operation i at the current time t in the list algorithm. Notice that JPPS is not a valid preemptive schedule in the sense that it allows the use of a rational number of processors at the same time for an operation. Muntz and Co man [13] associated also an instantaneous rate with an operation, but this rate is supposed to be smaller than or equal to 1. They proved that, because of the latter condition, a preemptive schedule can be built using Mac Naughton algorithm on each time interval in which rates are constant. Lawler [19, 21] presented an extension of list schedules in the preemptive context (priority schedules) generalizing the idea of Co man and Muntz. Next, Liu and Sanlaville [22, 25] proposed the smallest laxity ÿrst (SLF) rule which is strictly equivalent to the complete tail rule (CTR) used for designing JPPS. SLF rule is not optimal for preemptive problem with release dates, hence it cannot be used for computing a lower bound for the non-preemptive problem. The makespan of JPPS can be computed in O(n log n + nm log m) time and is a tight lower bound for the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem. An interesting property of JPPS is that its gap to an optimal non-preemptive solution is smaller than 2:pmax [7] .
The cumulative scheduling problem (CuSP) [2] generalizes itself Pm=ri, qi=Cmax problem. In a CuSP, each activity requires a constant amount ei of processors throughout its processing. This problem is of prime interest for solving more complex scheduling problems like the resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) [14, 15, 23] . Indeed, a CuSP can be obtained from a RCPSP instance by selecting a particular resource and relaxing the constraints induced by all the remaining resources.
The aim of this paper is to study the structure of JPPS in pointing out its numerous similarities with JPS. In particular, an e cient O(n 2 ) algorithm computing JPPS is proposed. We show that adjustments of heads and tails can be performed for the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem by using a strategy very close to the one designed by Carlier and Pinson for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem. Moreover, we propose a simple adaptation of these tools (lower bounds and adjustments of heads) for the CuSP without any additional computational e ort. Consequently, JPPS provides elimination rules and lower bounds for the RCPSP.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the JPPS principle and its basic theoretical properties are recalled. In Section 3, we state new results related to the structure of JPPS. Next, in Section 4, we explain how JPPS can be e ciently used for adjusting heads for the Pm=ri; qi=Cmax scheduling problem. Section 5 deals with simple adaptations of the previous methods to the CuSP. Last, in Section 6, we conclude the paper by pointing out further research directions.
The JPS and the JPPS: some recalls

Introduction
This section deals with a brief presentation of the ideas underlying the design of JPS and JPPS deÿned, respectively, for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax and Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problems. Both preemptive schedules are recalled and illustrated with simple examples.
JPS
JPS is the list schedule associated with the most work remaining (MWR) priority dispatching rule [18] . To build JPS, we schedule, at the ÿrst moment t where the processor and at least one operation are available, the available operation with maximal tail (an operation i is available at t if ri 6 t and if it is not completed at t). This operation is processed either up to its completion, or until a more urgent operation becomes available. We update t and iterate until all the operations are scheduled. By using heap structures, JPS can be computed in O(n log n) time. Its makespan is equal to max J ⊆I h(J ), where h(J ) = minj∈J rj + j∈J pj + minj∈J qj [5] . Fig. 1 gives an example of JPS built on an instance with n = 7 operations. The operation data are summarized below. At time instant 0, operation 2 is available and processed. At time instant 4, operation 1 becomes available, but operation 2 is more urgent (q2 ¿ q1) and is consequently processed up to its completion. At time instant 8, operation 1 starts, but is preempted by operation 3 at time 9, etc. The makespan of JPS for this instance is thus maxi∈I Ci + qi = C5 + q5 = 50.
JPPS
Informal description and notation
In this section, we deÿne JPPS and we state some of its main properties. In a pseudo-preemptive schedule, the preemption of any available operation is also allowed, but we assume that a processor can be shared by a group of operations, and that an operation can be processed on more than one processor at a time. So, the number of processors assigned to an available operation i at time t, denoted by i (t), is not necessarily an integer. For building JPPS, we use a list algorithm whose priority dispatching rule is the complete tail ci(t) = qi + ai(t), where ai(t) is the remaining processing time of job i at the current time t in the list algorithm. So, contrarily to JPS, the priority attached to an available operation is not ÿxed over the time, but depends on its residual duration. The only restriction is that at any time t, we must have ai(t) ¿ pi − (t − ri) for any operation i. An operation is said to be partially available if ai(t) = pi − (t − ri): such an operation can only be scheduled at a rate i (t) 6 1. Indeed, in this case, we have pi − ai(t) = t − ri and the part of operation i processed in time interval [ri; t] is as large as possible. It is said to be totally available if ai(t) ¿ pi − (t − ri): such an operation can be processed at a rate i (t) 6 m. Thus, JPPS schedules ÿrst the not in-process operations with maximal complete tail at a maximal rate consistent with their status (partially or totally available). JPPS is then composed of consecutive schedule blocks during which the subset of in-process operations and the associated rates are invariant, a schedule block B being partitioned into a set of partially available operations P and a set of totally available operations T . A schedule block starting at time t is completed at time t + Â, called decision time, and associated with some event which leads to modiÿcations on its structure. In such a block, operations of T are scheduled at the same rate T and those of P are processed at rate 1. The operations of the block are processed in ]t; t + Â]. Fig. 2 gives an example of JPPS built on an instance with n = 7 operations and m = 2 processors. The operation parameters are resumed in Table 1 below.
An example
There are 12 blocks in this schedule. At time instant 0, operation 1 is the only available operation. So the ÿrst schedule block is B = P = {1}. At time instant 1, operations 1 and 2 are partially available, so B = P = {1; 2}, T = ∅. At time instant 2, operation 3 is available, but its priority is smaller than that of operations 1 and 2. At time instant 3, operations 3 and 2 have now the same priority. So B = P ∪ T , P = {1}, T = {2; 3}. At time instant 5, B = T = {1; 2; 3}, because the three operations have the same priority: : : . An optimal non-preemptive solution is also reported in Fig. 2 . Its makespan is also equal to 20.
Two counter-examples
Note that if the operation rates are constrained to be less than or equal to 1 at any time t, it is possible to associate with the pseudo-preemptive schedule a preemptive schedule with the same makespan by building a McNaughton schedule on each schedule block. Unfortunately, the corresponding makespan is not systematically a lower bound for Pm=ri; qi=Cmax. Fig. 3 presents a counter-example stating this fact. In [25] , it is proved that compared with preemptive optimal schedule, SLF admits an absolute upper bound of
Lastly, Fig. 4 proposes an instance stating that JPPS does not systematically match the optimal preemptive solution. For this instance, getting a preemptive schedule with a makespan Cmax = 5 imposes that operations 1, 2 and 3 to be completed before time instant 2 (q1 = q2 = q3 = 3). Consequently, only operation 4 can be processed in time slot (2, 3) , and in any preemptive schedule with makespan 5, this task will be executed during one time unit after t = 3. The e ect is to shift operations 5, 6, 7, and 8 for at least 1=2 time unit right, which leads to a makespan greater than or equal to 5,5. It can be easily proved that the optimal preemptive schedule has a makespan of 16/3, whenever the optimal non-preemptive schedule has a makespan of 6.
Computing the decision times and schedule blocks
Two main steps condition the construction of JPPS: computing the decision times and computing the current schedule blocks.
Computing the current schedule block: As pointed out in Section 1, (JPPS) schedules ÿrst the not in-process available operations with maximal complete tail at a maximal rate consistent with their status (partially or totally available). In the sequel, A denotes the subset of available operations at time instant t. From [12] Proposition 1 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ). Let t and t denote two consecutive decision times in JPPS, and B = P ∪ T the schedule block starting at time t, where P is the set of partially available operations and T the set of totally available operations with maximal complete tail cT . For any time u ∈ ]t; t ], the operations of P are scheduled at rate 1 and the operations of T are scheduled at rate T = (m − |P|)=|T |.
Computing the decision times: It is easy to check that the events that can modify the current schedule block are of one of the following types: At each step of the algorithm, the next decision time is computed according to these ÿve possible events. More precisely, assume that we have built JPPS up to time t. The related schedule block is invariant up to the ÿrst time t + Â where an event of one of the ÿve types deÿned above occurs. From [12] , we have, Proposition 2 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ). Â=min(Â1; Â2; Â3; Â4; Â5) where t +Â k , k ∈ [1; 5] , is the ÿrst time instant at which an event of type E k can occur, and
with cmax = max i∈A\B ci(t), and cT is the maximal complete tail of operations in T.
Proposition 3 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ).
• The maximal number of events of type E1-E3 is O(n).
• The maximal number of events of type E4 and E5 is O(nm).
A direct corollary of this proposition is Theorem 1 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ). The maximal number of schedule blocks in JPPS is O(nm).
Basic properties of JPPS
Let Cj denote the completion time of operation j in JPPS. By convention, we set aj(t) = −∞ for t ¿ Cj. So we have: C(JPPS) = maxj∈I;t∈IR (t + aj(t) + qj). We also have the following result: Theorem 2 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ).
J denoting a subset of operations of I with |J | ¿ m, and G (J ) the quantity deÿned by,
where i1; i2 : : : im (resp. j1; j2; : : : jm) denote the m ÿrst jobs in J rearranged in an ascending order of heads (resp. tails).
Theorem 3 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ). C (JPPS) can be computed in O( n log n + nm log m) time.
Structure of JPPS: further results
Introduction
This section is dedicated to new results related to the structure of JPPS. First, we state that there exist instances of JPPS for which the number of operation parts are, respectively, O(n 2 ) and O(nm 2 ). Next, we propose an algorithm computing explicitly JPPS in time O(n 2 + nm 2 ). Lastly, we show that JPS and JPPS have similar structures by focusing on their respective schedule block composition.
Number of schedule blocks and operation parts in JPPS: worst case analysis
As stated in [12] , the number of consecutive blocks in JPPS is O(nm) and the number of operation parts involved in these blocks is O(n 2 + nm 2 ). An interesting question is: may these upper bounds be reached in practice? The answer is yes, as shown in the following result: The data are chosen in such a way that when an operation becomes available, it has exactly the same priority than other available operations. So, it enters the current schedule block. It is easy to check that for such an instance, the number of operation parts involved in JPPS is O(n 2 ). Fig. 5 gives the Gantt chart associated with the instance with m = 2 and n = 3. It is more di cult to build an instance with O(nm 2 ) operation parts in JPPS. We propose the following instance matching this goal (t denotes a predeÿned parameter):
• the ÿrst group contains m − 1 operations: r1 = 0; r2 = 1; : : : ; rm−1 = m − 2; p1 = p2 : : : pm−1 = P (P su ciently large; e:g:
• the second group contains 2t operations: A practical consequence of this result is that the explicit construction of JPPS may also require a similar computational e ort. For this reason, we propose in the next section an algorithm dealing with the explicit building of JPPS with a complexity O(n 2 + nm 2 ), and leading to a much easier implementation than the one proposed in our previous paper [12] .
Computing JPPS in O(n 2 + nm 2 )
A simple data structure: An explicit construction of JPPS can be performed in an e cient way by using a data structure having two levels of chained lists (cf. Fig. 7 ). The ÿrst list chains groups of available operations in a decreasing order of their priorities (complete tails). Operations in a same group are then chained in a decreasing order of their residual processing times (i.e: qi increasing).
The algorithm: At each step of the construction of JPPS (decision time), we ÿrst scan the head group which has a maximal priority in order to determine the status of its operations (partially or totally available) and to determine the current set of totally available operations T . Next, we compute the processing rate for the operations of this group. If some processor remains idle, the same process is performed with the second group of operations and so on. Then, the next decision time is computed using Proposition 2, and the residual processing times of the operations involved in the current schedule block are updated. A completed operation is removed from its associated list. Proof. Let us examine the complexity associated with the di erent events conditioning the construction of JPPS. An event E1 occurs when an operation becomes available. Clearly, positioning this operation in the structure using the double key (priority, residual processing time) requires only O(n) time. There are n events E1, so the associated overall complexity is O(n 2 ). An event E2 occurs when an operation is completed. It can be tested in O(m) because this operation has a minimal residual processing time in the current schedule block, and the number of groups in process is O(m). Then removing the operation from the structure and restoring it latter can be performed in constant time. It costs globally O(nm). An event E3 occurs when a not in-process available operation enters into the process, and O(n) times. The merging of groups of operations with equal priority can be costly. Indeed, lists can be of size O(n), O(n) times, and the overall complexity is O(n 2 ). Otherwise, they are of size O(m), which implies a global cost of O(n 2 m). An event E4 occurs when a totally available operation becomes partially available, and O(nm) times. Since |T | ¡ m in this case, the overall complexity associated with this event is O(nm 2 ). Last, an event E5 occurs when a partially available operation becomes totally available, and at most O(nm) times. As pointed out in [12] , such an event involving more than 2m operations cannot occur more than n times, and the associated global complexity is O(n 2 + nm 2 ). That completes the proof.
Component structures of JPPS
As stated in [11] , JPS has a very nice structure relying on an enhanced notion of schedule component and deÿned below. Deÿnition 1. The component Kc associated with any operation c in JPS is the maximal set of tasks (for the inclusion) satisfying:
It is computed by starting from Cc and backwarding down to the ÿrst time t where either the machine is idle or there is an operation processed in [t − 1; t[ with a smaller priority than c. Components are of prime interest because of the following property:
Proposition 6 (Carlier and Pinson [12] ).
• in JPS, components are either included or disjoined:
For the instance depicted in Fig. 1 , we obtain • K1 = {1; 2; 3}, K2 = {2}, The related global structure is the following one: • K5 = {5; 6}, K6 = {6}. Unfortunately, the structure of JPPS is not so simple. Nevertheless, some interesting properties remain valid.
Deÿnition 2 (Instantaneous priority and makespan). Let us associate with JPPS the instantaneous priority c(t), deÿned, at time t, as the maximal complete tail of any task in process at t:
c(t) is a piecewise linear function, with a ÿnite number of discontinuity points corresponding to arrivals or departures of operations.
The instantaneous makespan associated with time instant t is then deÿned by (C1) at least one processor is idle at − , or (C2) some operation with a priority strictly smaller than those processed at time + are scheduled at − , (C3) all processors are busy at time + .
We have: Lemma 1. Let B be the block starting at a renewable time . B contains at least m operations. Moreover, operations of B are partially available at , and there exists an operation c ∈ B such that = rc.
Proof. Let i be an operation of B and let us suppose that ri ¡ (if ri = , then i is necessarily partially available). If i was totally available at , i would have been executed in the block B preceding block B, because of its priority, or because some processor is idle at − . So, any operation in B is partially available at . If B contains stricly less than m operations, then some processor should be idle at time + , which leads to a contradiction because of (C3). Last, because of (C1) or (C2), an operation c in B becomes available at and = rc. Now, let t ∈ [0; C(JPPS)] be a time instant at which no processor is available. We deÿne the renewable time associated with t, (t), as the largest r-time preceding t satisfying c( (t)) ¡ c(t). Let J (t) be the set of operations having some parts scheduled in ] (t); t].
Lemma 2. Let i1, i2; : : : ; im be the operations of J (t) having the smallest release dates:
Proof. From Lemma 1, all the operations in-process just after (t) are partially available at (t). If another operation of J (t) was available before (t), it would be processed in the block associated with ] (t) − ; (t)]. Consequently, we have
and we obtain
Moreover, all the processors being busy between (t) and t, we have
The claimed formula is then obtained by a simple substitution.
Remark. By taking
which is similar to the one machine case.
Lemma 3. Let t1 and t2 be two time instants of the schedule horizon of JPPS. One of the three following cases occurs:
Proof. This is true by deÿnition of (t).
Lower bound of the makespan
Deÿnition 4. to is a locally maximal point if:
• Cmax(to + ) ¡ Cmax(to), • Cmax(to) ¿ Cmax(to − ) for su ciently small. Proof. Let to be a locally maximal point, and let B = P(to) ∪ T (to) denote the block ending at to. If P(to) is not empty, then we have: Cmax(to) = rio + pio + qio, where io denotes the operation of P(to) with maximal tail. Otherwise, P(to) is empty and B = T (to). This block contains at least m operations, processed at a rate 6 1, because Cmax(to) ¿ Cmax(to − ). Let B be the block starting at to. B can eventually be empty or it contains strictly less than m operations, because Cmax(to + ) ¡ Cmax(to). Consequently, some operation j ∈ B is completed at to and to = Cj. Proposition 7. Let Â be a locally maximal point corresponding to a completion time of an operation j(Cj =Â). Moreover, let us suppose that j is totally available at Â and that P(Â) = ∅. We have: G (J (Â)) = Cj + qj = Cmax(Â).
Proof. Indeed, in the block ending at Â, there are more than m operations because Cmax(Â) is supposed to be locally maximal (Cmax(Â − ) 6 Cmax(Â)). Moreover, there are less than m operations in process at Â + which are not completed at Â(Cmax(Â) ¿ Cmax(Â + )), and Ci = ai(Â) + qi = qj(i ∈ B). We get the result by using Lemma 2.
From what preceeds, and similarly to JPS, we can associate with any operation j satisfying the condition of Proposition 7 a component Kj deÿned by Kj = J (Cj). As pointed out in the previous remark, we have: Cj = (1=m)[ri1 + ri2 + · · · + rim + i∈J (Cj) (pi − ai(Cj))], and we can claim the following result:
• in JPPS, components are either included or disjoined:
, where I corresponds to the set of operations totally available at their completion times in JPPS.
Discussion: The points matching local maximality of the instantaneous makespan correspond to completion times of operations. These points can be associated with critical subsets J or with single operations. So they are very interesting for bounding the makespan. Moreover, these points are obtained without additional cost in O(n log n + nm log m). It is su cient to store the generalized makespan Cmax(t) and the priority c(t) for the consecutive decision times to get the interesting values.
Adjustment of heads
Introduction
In Carlier and Pinson [10] , we proposed the following algorithm for adjusting heads in O(n 2 ) for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax problem. In the sequel, UB is assumed to be an upper bound of the optimal makespan (heuristic solution for instance).
• Build JPS up to rc.
• Take the operations of K + c = {j ∈ I=aj(rc) ¿ 0} in the increasing order of the tails and ÿnd the ÿrst one s such that rc + pc + {j∈K + c =q j ¿qs} aj(rc) + qs ¿ UB and qs ¿ qc (if any exists):
• Adjust rc by setting: rc = c = maxj∈K c * Cj.
Indeed, the idea is to build JPS under the constraint that operation c is processed between rc and rc + pc and to check whether or not the resulting schedule has a makespan strictly larger than UB. If so, we can increase the release date of c. We show in the next section that a similar strategy can be performed for the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem using JPPS. However, it is more complex since pc has to be replaced by a part of it, and there are m operations to be considered instead of one. 
Adjustments of heads for Pm=ri; qi=Cmax
Let us assume that operation c has to be executed in JPPS between rc and rc + pc, that is c is supposed to have an inÿnite priority. We now have the formula
where PART(pc) = min(pc; UB − qjm) and K + c = {j=aj(rc) ¿ 0} (cf. Fig. 9 ). Eq. (1) 
The problem is then to ÿnd an operation jm (if any exists) such that L(qjm) ¿ UB. In this case, we have to adjust rc to attempt a feasibility recovering.
From (4), we obtain the adjustment:
For a computational point of view, we state the following result:
Proposition 8. Adjustments of heads for the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem can be performed using JPPS in time O(n 2 ).
Proof. Using the data structure depicted in Section 3, it is easy to see that, once JPPS has been built up to time instant rc, the determination of operation jm, if any exists, can be computed in time O(n) by iterative adjustments of both Á(qjm) and (qjm)-values (cf. Fig. 10 ): Without loss of generality, we can assume that all tails are distinct (if qi = qj, then we simply set qi = qj + ). Let us denote by J maximal value. Since for two consecutive and decreasing values of qjm, only one set Ku ∩ J − m is updated, adjusting (qjm) can also be performed in amortized constant time. Thus, adjustments of Á(qjm) and (qjm) for consecutive and decreasing values of qjm can be performed in O(n) time. Consequently, the overall complexity associated with the adjustments of all heads is O(n 2 ).
The adjustments described above can be enhanced using the following property (the same notation is used).
Proposition 9. If
• rc + pc + cj1(rc) ¿ UB; : : : ; rc + pc + cjm(rc) ¿ UB,
Proof. Operation c cannot be processed before any operation j k on the same processor. Since rc + (1=m − 1)Á(qjm) + (1=m − 1) (qjm) ¿ UB, operations of J = {j=qj ¿ qj1} cannot be executed on m − 1 processors with a makespan less than or equal to UB. The related adjustment of rc relies on the immediate selection principle proposed in [11] for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem.
Notice that the application of this result together with JPPS based adjustments described above does not require any additional computational e ort.
Discussion: These adjustments can be improved in two ways. The ÿrst one consists in considering at time rc the partially available operation d with maximal residual processing time. It is quite immediate to adapt the approach in O(n 2 ). The second way was proposed by Baptiste et al. in [2] , but is too costly for a practical use. Of course, a similar technique can be used for adjusting tails.
Lower bound and adjustments of heads for the CuSP using JPPS
As pointed out in Section 1, the CuSP is a generalization of the Pm=ri; qi=Cmax scheduling problem, where each activity requires a constant amount ei of resource throughout its processing. In this section, we show that JPPS can be used for bounding the makespan as well as for adjusting heads and tails for the CuSP with similar complexities.
A ÿrst idea for treating this general case is to associate with each operation i ei operations requiring one machine, and then to apply JPPS on the derived instance involving ei operations. Clearly, such a strategy introduces a pseudo-polynomial component in the complexity associated with JPPS construction. However, in the corresponding schedule, each operation derived from i is executed during the same periods with the same rates. So, a second idea is to modify the rules deÿning rates in the following way:
i (t) = ei if i ∈ P; i (t) = m − i∈P ei i∈T ei × ei:
Consequently, JPPS can be computed for the CuSP with the same complexity than the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem (ei = 1; ∀i ∈ I ). For the CuSP, each operation i is replaced implicitly by ei operations as explained before. Thus, the process described in Section 4.2 can simply be transposed to the CuSP, with the same complexity. A second idea is to associate parallel machine problems with a CuSP instance. Indeed, if we restrict the problem to operations such that ei ¿ m=(k + 1), we get a k machine problem instance. This technique is probably powerful for k = 1 and 2 [6, 8] .
Conclusion
This paper presents new results on the structure of JPPS applied to the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem. This particular schedule generalizes JPS for 1=ri, qi=Cmax, and has numerous similarities with the latter as pointed out in this study. The complexity associated with their respective makespan computations are nearly the same as well as their worst case performance ratio. Moreover, the list schedules associated with both JPS and JPPS have very closed structures. In addition, adjustments of heads and tails can be performed for the Pm=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem using a strategy very close to the one designed in [12] for the 1=ri, qi=Cmax scheduling problem. Furthermore, we propose a simple adaptation of these tools (lower bounds and adjustments of heads) for the CuSP without any additional computational e ort. Lastly, such techniques can be used in implicit enumerative methods for solving to optimality m processor scheduling problems as well as the RCPSP.
